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Abstract The so-called informed audio source sepa-
ration, where the separation process is guided by some

auxiliary information, has recently attracted a lot of
research interest since classical blind or non-informed

approaches often do not lead to satisfactory perfor-

mances in many practical applications. In this paper

we present a novel text-informed framework in which a

target speech source can be separated from the back-

ground in the mixture using the corresponding textual

information. First, given the text, we propose to pro-
duce a speech example via either a speech synthesizer or
a human. We then use this example to guide source sep-

aration and, for that purpose, we introduce a new vari-

ant of the non-negative matrix partial co-factorization

(NMPCF) model based on a so-called excitation-filter-

channel speech model. Such a modeling allows sharing

the linguistic information between the speech example

and the speech in the mixture. The corresponding mul-

tiplicative update (MU) rules are eventually derived for

the parameters estimation and several extensions of the

model are proposed and investigated. We perform ex-

tensive experiments to assess the effectiveness of the

proposed approach in terms of source separation and
alignment performance.
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1 Introduction

Audio source separation, which aims at extracting in-

dividual sound sources from the observed mixture sig-

nal, offers a wide range of applications in, e.g., au-

tomatic speech recognition, hearing aids, movie dub-

bing, and so on. However, despite a lot of research ef-

fort, blind source separation still does not provide a

satisfactory performance, and is difficult especially in

under-determined cases where the number of sources

exceeds the number of observed mixtures [2]. An emerg-

ing research trend, referred to as informed source sep-

aration, has been widely considered recently and was

shown to be highly effective for certain source sepa-

ration tasks. It consists in using some auxiliary infor-

mation about the sources and/or the mixing process

to guide the separation. For example, score-informed

approaches rely on musical score to guide the separa-
tion in music recordings [3–6], separation-by-humming

(SbH) algorithms exploit a sound “hummed” by the
user mimicking the source of interest [7,8], and user-
guided approaches take into account knowledge about,

e.g., user-selected F0 track [9] or user-annotated source

activity patterns along the spectrogram of the mixture

[10,11] and/or that of the estimated sources [12,13]. In

line with this direction, there are also speech separa-

tion systems informed, e.g., by speaker gender [14], by

corresponding video [15], or by the natural language

structure [16]. However, while written text correspond-

ing to the speech in the mixture is often available, e.g.,

in form of subtitles (an approximate speech transcrip-
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tion) associated to a movie or script (an exact speech

transcription) in a movie production phase, to the best

of our knowledge, none of the existing approaches, ex-

cept our preliminary work [1], exploits this information

to guide the separation process.

With the above mentioned motivation, we intro-
duce in this paper a novel framework that exploits the

available textual information to guide the separation
of target speech from the background in single-channel
mixtures. The proposed approach is inspired by the

synthesis-based score-informed music separation app-

roaches [3,6] where a symbolic representation of the

corresponding music sources (the score) is used to syn-

thesize audio examples that are further used to guide

the separation. In our scenario, the available text is used

to generate a speech example, e.g., via a speech syn-

thesizer, which shares the linguistic information with

the speech in the mixture (since the example and the

speech in the mixture contain the same uttered text).

Note that, as compared to the music case in [3,6], such a

task is intrinsically more challenging for speech. Indeed,

in contrast to music, where the temporal mismatch be-

tween the sources and the score-synthesized examples is

usually linear (the tempo may not be the same, but the

rhythm is usually maintained), it is often non-linear for

speech. Moreover, while the pitches of the same musical

notes are usually on the same frequency locations, there

is no guarantee that the pitches of two different speak-
ers would be the same. In order to handle such kind
of variations in both frequency and time between the
latent source and the synthesized speech example, we

develop a novel variant of the non-negative matrix par-

tial co-factorization (NMPCF) model 1. The proposed
model is based on a so-called excitation-filter-channel

(EFC), which is a new extension of the excitation-filter

model [18,19]. This formulation allows to jointly fac-

torize the spectrogram of the speech example and that

of the mixture, while sharing between them the com-

mon linguistic information and handling the variations

of both the temporal dynamics, the recording condi-

tions, and the speaker’s prosody and timber.

As compared to our preliminary work [1], this paper
contains the following main additional contributions:

– On the methodological level, new structural con-

straints (inspired by [20]) on some matrices of the

NMPCFmodel are introduced and investigated. Th-
ese constraints have quite natural physical motiva-
tions. The first type of constraint, imposed on some
matrix of activation coefficients, means that at most

one element from the corresponding dictionary can

1 NMPCF model [5] is a particular case of a more general
generalized coupled tensor factorization (GCTF) model that
was used as well for informed source separation [17].

be active at a given time, which can be viewed as a

sort of extreme sparsity. A physical motivation be-

hind is that in a monophonic speech signal at most

one phoneme can be pronounced at a time and at

most one pitch can be active at a time. The second

constraint is imposed on a so-called synchronization

matrix and simply means that the synchronization

between the example and the speech in the mixture
must be monotonous.

– On the experimental level, we study in depth the

influence of some key parameters on the separa-

tion performance and assess explicitly the benefit of

the introduced excitation-filter-channel model com-

pared to the state-of-the-art excitation-filter model.

Furthermore, we evaluate the potential of the con-

sidered model in speech alignment task.

Moreover, we present in this manuscript a full list of

equations for parameter updates. Finally, note that the

proposed framework is applicable in both single-channel

and multichannel mixtures. However, for simplicity we

focus the presentation on the single-channel case in this

paper. Extending the approach to the multichannel case

is quite straightforward (e.g., one can be inspired by de-
velopments in [20] to do so). We have done it in practice

by combining the considered spectral model with the

spatial model introduced in [21] in order to participate

in the “Two-channel mixtures of speech and real-world

background noise” separation task of the Signal Sepa-

ration Evaluation Campaign (SiSEC 2013) [22].

The structure of the rest of the paper is as follows. A

general workflow of the proposed framework and some

related work are presented in section 2. The NMPCF-

based modeling as well as new structural constraints

are then described in Section 3, followed by presenta-
tion of the model parameter estimation algorithms in
section 4. The proposed approach is extensively stud-
ied and evaluated in various settings in terms of both

source separation and speech alignment performances

in section 5. Finally we conclude in section 6.

2 General workflow and related work

The general workflow of the proposed approach is de-

picted in Fig. 1 where a speech example corresponding

to the same uttered words as the one of the speech in

the mixture is assumed to be available. The proposed

source separation algorithm takes as input the observed

audio mixture and the speech example to guide the

separation. The NMPCF model and the correspond-

ing parameter estimation block will be described in

details in sections 3 and 4, respectively. Finally, the

targeted speech and background estimates are recon-
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structed from the estimated parameters via the stan-

dard Wiener filtering [23] as described at the end of

section 3.

Fig. 1 General workflow of the proposed approach.

Fig. 2 Possible ways of speech example production.

One can imagine several ways to generate a speech

example that carries similar linguistic information to
the speech in the mixture. We identify in the following
four strategies to produce such an example (see Fig. 2).

The first one (i) uses the text often provided with TV

programs and DVD movies (subtitles or script) to pro-

duce a speech example using an automatic speech syn-

thesizer. This scenario is probably among the easiest

ones since it is totally automatic and does not require

any intervention from the user. The three other ways we

consider are semi-automatic and need the user speaking
to produce the example. Depending on the availability
of the information and on user’s wishes, he/she can ei-
ther (ii) simply read the text, (iii) mimic the speech in

the mixture after having listened to it, or (iv) do both.

In summary, we see that besides introducing the text-
informed approach we introduce in fact several practi-

cal methods lying in-between the text-informed and the
user-guided approaches. As such, method (i) is purely

text-informed and method (iii) is purely user-guided,

while methods (ii) and (iv) are in-between, since rely

on both the text availability and an intervention from
user.

Though the considered speech example-based text-

informed strategies have not been presented yet in the
existing works, except our preliminary study [1], some
related approaches would be worth to be mentioned.

Pedone et al. [24] proposed an algorithm for phoneme-

level text to audio synchronisation applied to mixtures

of speech and background music. This algorithm relies

on the non-negative matrix factorization (NMF)-like

framework where the excitation-filter models of English

phonemes are pre-trained. In this light, given that there

is a sort of latent speech modeling guided by text, it

could be extended as well for text-informed speech sepa-

ration. However, while this approach was not evaluated

in terms of source separation and requires to learn the

general phoneme models, our method exploits specific

phonemes in a speech example, which is probably pro-

nounced in a closer way to the speech in the mixture. By

this difference, we believe that the proposed approach

potentially brings better separation performance. Us-

ing a sound mimicking the one to be extracted from

the mixture to guide the separation, Smaragdis et al.
introduced a so-called Separation by Humming (SbH)

approach based on the probabilistic latent component

analysis (PLCA) [7] and FitzGerald [8] reported a simi-

lar method based on the NMF. However, while the per-

formance resulted from PLCA or NMF [8] is limited

due to the strong variations between the source and the

example (e.g., pitch or temporal dynamic variation, as
mentioned in the introduction), our proposed NMPCF

framework models those variations explicitly.

3 Modeling framework

We first formulate the mixing problem and we describe
separately the proposed excitation-filter-channel spec-
tral models of the mixture and the speech example as
well as explain why we chose this specific models. Fi-

nally we the present the NMPCF-based [5] couplings

between these two models. We further introduce novel

structural constraints into the NMPCF model. Finally,

we explain how the sources can be reconstructed given
the estimated model parameters.

3.1 Problem formulation

Let us consider a single-channel mixture:

x(t) = s(t) + b(t) (1)

consisting of a target speech signal s(t) corrupted by

a background signal b(t), where t denotes the discrete

time index. The goal is to estimate speech, given the
mixture x(t) and a speech example y(t).

3.2 Mixture model

Let X ∈ C
F×N be the Short-Time Fourier Transform

(STFT) of x(t), F being the number of frequency bins
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andN the number of time frames. Equation (1) rewrites:

X = S+B, (2)

where S and B are the STFTs of the speech and the

background, respectively. Defining the power spectro-
gram VX = |X|.[2] (A.[b] being the element-wise ex-

ponentiation of a matrix A by b), assuming that the

speech and background signals are uncorrelated, VX

can be approximated as:

VX ≈ V̂X = V̂S + V̂B, (3)

where V̂X , V̂S, V̂B ∈ R
F×N
+ are approximations of the

power spectrograms of the mixture, the speech and the

background, respectively.

We further constrain the speech by imposing a so-

called excitation-filter-channel (EFC) 2 structure on V̂S:

V̂S = V̂e
S
⊙ V̂φ

S
⊙ V̂c

S
, (4)

with ⊙ being the Hadamard element-wise product, V̂e
S

being a time-varying linear combination of comb fil-

ters modeling the pitch, V̂φ
S being a time-varying filter

modeling the phonemes pronounced, and V̂c
S
being a

time-invariant filter modeling the recording conditions

and speaker’s vocal tract. Let us stress that, except if

the contrary is stated, all the entries of matrices within

power spectrogram models in this paper are assumed

real and non-negative numbers.

All the matrices in Eq. (4) and matrix V̂B are fur-

ther subject to NMF decompositions as follows:

– V̂e
S
= WeHe

S
, We ∈ R

F×I
+ being a pre-defined dic-

tionary of combs representing all possible pitches of

human voice and He
S
∈ R

I×N
+ being the correspond-

ing temporal activations.

– V̂
φ
S = W

φ
SH

φ
S , W

φ
S ∈ R

F×J
+ being a dictionary of

phoneme spectral envelopes and H
φ
S ∈ R

J×N
+ being

the corresponding temporal activations.
– V̂c

S
= wc

S
iTN ,wc

S
∈ R

F×1
+ modeling both the spectral

shape of the recording conditions filter and speaker’s

vocal tract, and iN being anN -length column vector

of ones.

– V̂B = WBHB, WB ∈ R
F×K
+ being a dictionary of

background spectral shapes and HB ∈ R
K×N
+ being

the corresponding temporal activations.

Another assumption is made so as to constrain spec-

tral shapes of matrices Wφ
S and wc

S
to be smooth [20].

Following [20], these matrices are constrained as fol-

lows :Wφ
S = PE

φ
S andwc

S
= Pec

S
, where P ∈ R

F×L
+ is a

pre-defined matrix of L so-called spectral blobs, that are

2 The proposed EFC model is a new extension of the
excitation-filter model [19].

used to construct Wφ
S and wc

S
with weights Eφ

S ∈ R
L×J
+

and ec
S
∈ R

L×1
+ , respectively.

Finally, the mixture model can be summarized as:

VX ≈ V̂X =

V̂S
︷ ︸︸ ︷
(
WeHe

S

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

V̂e
S

⊙
(
Wφ

S
Hφ

S

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

V̂
φ

S

⊙
(
wc

S
iTN

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

V̂c
S

+

V̂B
︷ ︸︸ ︷

WBHB .

(5)

3.3 Speech example model

LetY ∈ C
F×N ′ be the STFT of y(t) andVY = |Y|.[2] ∈

R
F×N ′

+ its power spectrogram. Note that in most cases

N ′ 6= N due to the temporal mismatch between the
example and the mixture. The example consists of only

one clean speech source whose power spectrogram is
approximated as:

VY ≈ V̂Y = V̂e
Y
⊙ V̂φ

Y
⊙ V̂c

Y
, (6)

where V̂e
Y
, V̂φ

Y and V̂c
Y
are decomposed the same way

as in section 3.2, i.e., V̂e
Y
= WeHe

Y
, V̂φ

Y = W
φ
Y H

φ
Y and

V̂c
Y
= wc

Y
iTN ′ . The smoothness constraints are applied

as well: Wφ
Y = PE

φ
Y and wc

Y
= Pec

Y
.

As a result, the spectrogram of the speech example

is modeled as:

VY ≈ V̂Y =
(
WeHe

Y

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

V̂e
Y

⊙
(
Wφ

Y
Hφ

Y

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

V̂
φ

Y

⊙
(
wc

Y
iTN ′

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

V̂c
Y

. (7)

3.4 Couplings between the mixture and example

models

The role of the example is to guide source separation,

thanks to the fact that it shares common linguistic in-

formation with the speech in the mixture. We model

this sharing as follows:

– The phonemes pronounced in the mixture and those

pronounced in the example are the same, thus we

assume: Wφ
S = W

φ
Y = Wφ, and Wφ is to be esti-

mated. This assumption implies Eφ
S = E

φ
Y = Eφ.

– The phonemes are pronounced in the same order

in the mix and in the example, but not exactly

temporally synchronized. Thus we represent Hφ
S as

H
φ
S = H

φ
Y D where D ∈ R

N ′×N
+ is a so-called syn-

chronization matrix [24]. Hφ
Y and D are to be esti-

mated.

The synchronization matrix D is constrained to be non-

zero only within a vertical band of size B around an

initial synchronization path found by a Dynamic Time
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Warping (DTW) algorithm [25] applied on the Mel-Fre-

quency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) representations

of the example and the mixture (see Fig. 4, bottom-

left subplot). This constraint means that only a small

desynchronization (whose maximal amplitude is speci-

fied byB) from the initial DTW path is allowed. Thanks
to the property of the multiplicative update rules [23]

we use for parameter estimation (see section 4.2 below)
to keep zero parameters unchanged, to maintain such
a constraint it is enough to simply initialize matrix D

as such. We have found experimentally in [1] that this
strategy was the best among other tested strategies,
and the influence of the bandwidth B on the separa-
tion performance is studied experimentally in section

5.3.1 below.

It is worth noting that the above assumptions are

reasonable since the mixture and the example contain

utterances of the same sentences. The final NMPCF

model is as follows:

VY ≈ V̂Y =
(

WeHe
Y

)

⊙
(

WφH
φ
Y

)

⊙
(

wc
Y
iTN ′

)

,

VX ≈ V̂X =
(

WeHe
S

)

⊙
(

WφH
φ
Y D

)

⊙
(

wc
S
iTN

)

+WBHB,

(8)

where pre-defined and fixed parameters are We, iTN ′

and iTN (in green), shared and estimated parameters are

Wφ and H
φ
Y (in red), and non-shared and estimated

parameters are the others (in black). These couplings

are visualized on Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 NMPCF model for the speech example and the mix-
ture.

To summarize, the parameters to be estimated are 3:

θ =
{
He

Y
,He

S
,Eφ,Hφ

Y
,D, ec

Y
, ec

S
,HB,WB

}
, (9)

while We, P, iTN and iTN ′ are pre-defined and fixed.

3.5 Structural constraints on the model parameters

We consider further constraints on the matrices con-

stituting the spectral model in order to better fit the

physical phenomena. It would for example make sense

to constrain the speech to have only one active fun-

damental frequency at time, and also only one active
phoneme at each time. These types of constraints can
be translated within our modeling by allowing only one
non-zero entry in each column of the matrices He

Y
, He

S

and H
φ
Y , respectively (see Fig. 4, top-right and middle-

right subplots). Such constraints have been considered

in [20] under the name of Gaussian Scaled Mixture

Model (GSMM).
In the same spirit, we can also further constrain the

synchronization matrix D by allowing only one path

from the top-left to the bottom-right corner to be non-

zero (see Fig. 4, bottom-right subplot). This constraint

means that we still allow a desynchronization of the

path in D from the initial DTW path, but we require

it to be monotonous as a DTW. Let us stress how-

ever that this constraint is not equivalent to setting

the bandwidth B = 1, the desired non-zero path in D

being still allowed to vary within a bandwidth B ≥ 1

around the initial DTW path. We call this constraint

“D-Struct” below.
We study the influence of all these constraints on the

separation performance and show experimental results

in section 5.3.3 below.

3.6 Source reconstruction via Wiener filtering

Given the NMPCF model parameters θ (Eq. (9)) esti-

mated, as described in the following section, a speech

source STFT estimate Ŝ ∈ C
F×N is computed by the

standard Wiener filtering as:

Ŝ =
(

V̂S / V̂X

)

⊙X, (10)

where all the operations are element-wise, X is the mix-

ture STFT; and V̂S and V̂X are computed, respectively,

as in (3) and (4), given θ. A background source estimate

is simply computed as B̂ = X− Ŝ, and the correspond-
ing time signals may then be obtained through inverse

STFT using an adequate overlap-add procedure with
dual synthesis window.

3 Keep in mind that Wφ = PEφ, wc
S
= Pec

S
and wc

Y
=

Pec
Y
.
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Fig. 4 Illustration of new structural constraints on matrices
He

Y
(only one pitch can be active at time), H

φ
Y (only one

phoneme can be pronounced at time and D (the alignment
between the example and the speech in the mixture must be
monotonous). Matrices without (as those in Fig. 3) and with
structural constraints are represented in the left and right
columns, respectively.

4 Parameter estimation

This section is devoted to the estimation of model pa-

rameters θ summarized in Eq. (9). We first introduce
the optimization cost in section 4.1. We then provide

the corresponding Multiplicative Update (MU) rules in

section 4.2 and describe some hints so as to how the

structural constraints presented in Section 3.5 can be

taken into account during the estimation process.

4.1 Cost function

The general principle of NMF-like parameter estima-

tion is to minimize certain cost function measuring a
divergence between the data matrix and its structural
approximation. We consider here the Itakura-Saito (IS)

divergence 4 and specify the cost function as follows:

C(θ) =

F,N
∑

f,n=1

dIS (vX,fn|v̂X,fn)+λ

F,N ′
∑

f,n=1

dIS (vY ,fn|v̂Y ,fn) ,

(11)

where λ ∈ R+ is a trade-off parameter that determines

the example’s influence on the estimation, dIS (a|b) =

a/b − log (a/b) − 1 is the IS divergence, vY ,fn, vX,fn,

4 When applied to power spectrograms of audio signals,
IS divergence was shown as one of the most suitable choices
for NMF-like decompositions [23], in particular thanks to its
scale invariance property.

v̂Y ,fn and v̂X,fn are, respectively, entries of data matri-

ces VY , VX and their structural approximations V̂Y ,
V̂X from (8).

4.2 Parameter estimation via MU rules

To optimize the cost (11) we use standard multiplica-
tive update (MU) rules which can be derived following
a recipe described in [23]. The idea is to derive MU
rules based on the cost function’s gradient with respect
to each parameter. Most of the resulting updates are
very similar to those described, e.g., in [20], and are as
follows:

H
e
Y ← H

e
Y ⊙

W
eT

[

(

W
φ
Y

H
φ
Y

)

⊙

(

w
c
Y

i
T
N′

)

⊙ V̂
.[−2]
Y

⊙VY

]

WeT
[

(

W
φ
Y

H
φ
Y

)

⊙

(

wc
Y

iT
N′

)

⊙ V̂
.[−1]
Y

] (12)

H
e
S ← H

e
S ⊙

W
eT

[

(

W
φ
S

H
φ
S

)

⊙

(

w
c
S

i
T
N

)

⊙ V̂
.[−2]
X

⊙VX

]

WeT
[

(

W
φ
S

H
φ
S

)

⊙

(

wc
S

iT
N

)

⊙ V̂
.[−1]
X

] (13)

E
φ
← E

φ
⊙

P
T

[

λ

(

(

W
e
H

e
Y

)

⊙

(

w
c
Y

i
T
N′

)

⊙ V̂
.[−2]
Y

⊙VY

)

H
φ
Y

T

+

(

(

W
e
H

e
S

)

⊙

(

w
c
S

i
T
N

)

⊙ V̂
.[−2]
X

⊙VX

)

H
φ
S

T
]

P
T

[

λ

(

(

W
e
H

e
Y

)

⊙

(

w
c
Y

i
T
N′

)

⊙ V̂
.[−1]
Y

)

H
φ
Y

T

+

(

(

W
e
H

e
S

)

⊙

(

w
c
S

i
T
N

)

⊙ V̂
.[−1]
X

)

H
φ
S

T
]

(14)

H
φ
Y
← H

φ
Y
⊙

λW
φ
Y

T
(

(

W
e
H

e
Y

)

⊙

(

w
c
Y

i
T
N′

)

⊙ V̂
.[−2]
Y

⊙VY

)

+W
φ
S

T
(

(

W
e
H

e
S

)

⊙

(

w
c
S

i
T
N

)

⊙ V̂
.[−2]
X

⊙VX

)

D
T

λW
φ
Y

T
(

(

W
e
H

e
Y

)

⊙

(

w
c
Y

i
T
N′

)

⊙ V̂
.[−1]
Y

)

+W
φ
S

T
(

(

W
e
H

e
S

)

⊙

(

w
c
S

i
T
N

)

⊙ V̂
.[−1]
X

)

D
T

(15)

D ← D ⊙

H
φ
Y

T
W

φ
S

T
[

(

W
e
H

e
S

)

⊙

(

w
c
S

i
T
N

)

⊙ V̂
.[−2]
X

⊙VX

]

H
φ
Y

T
W

φ
S

T
[

(

WeHe
S

)

⊙

(

wc
S

iT
N

)

⊙ V̂
.[−1]
X

] (16)

e
c
Y ← e

c
Y ⊙

P
T

[

(

W
e
H

e
Y

)

⊙

(

W
φ
Y

H
φ
Y

)

⊙ V̂
.[−2]
Y

⊙VY

]

i
N′

PT
[

(

WeHe
Y

)

⊙

(

W
φ
Y

H
φ
Y

)

⊙ V̂
.[−1]
Y

]

i
N′

(17)

e
c
S ← e

c
S ⊙

P
T

[

(

W
e
H

e
S

)

⊙

(

W
φ
S

H
φ
S

)

⊙ V̂
.[−2]
X

⊙VX

]

iN

PT
[

(

WeHe
S

)

⊙

(

W
φ
S

H
φ
S

)

⊙ V̂
.[−1]
X

]

iN

(18)

HB ← HB ⊙

WB
T

(

V̂
.[−2]
X

⊙VX

)

WB
T

(

V̂
.[−1]
X

) (19)

WB ←WB ⊙

(

V̂
.[−2]
X

⊙VX

)

HB
T

(

V̂
.[−1]
X

)

HB
T

(20)

Let us just note that the updates of shared parame-

ters (Eφ and H
φ
Y ) take into account both data matrices

(VY and VX), all other NMPCF model parameters, as

well as the trade-off parameter λ.

4.3 Updates with structural constraints

Note that due to the property of MU rules to keep zero

parameters unchanged, these rules are not directly ap-

plicable with the structural constraints introduced in

section 3.5. Indeed, with these constraints one needs

re-estimating on each iteration an appropriate support
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for the corresponding matrix, while MU rules would get

stuck from the first iteration in one support.

As such for updating activation matrices He
Y
, He

S

andH
φ
Y , which correspond to the GSMMmodeling [20],

we adopt exactly the same strategy as in [20]. In sum-
mary, this strategy consists in first updating locally all
the entries of one matrix using the corresponding up-

date among (12), (13) and (15), and in choosing one

entry per column yielding the highest likelihood while

setting to zero all the other entries (see [20] for more

details). This strategy guarantees a local optimization
of the cost (11) in the sense that the cost is guaranteed
to remain non-increasing after each update.

Regarding the “D-Struct” constraint for the syn-
chronization matrix D, we elaborated a similar process.

Each entry of D within the admissible area, i.e., within

the B-bandwidth around the initial DTW path (as such

we also maintain the previous constraint), is first lo-
cally updated using equation (16), and the correspond-
ing local log-likelihood are computed. A monotonous

path maximizing the corresponding accumulated log-
likelihoods is then computed using the same DTW im-
plementation [25] we used previously. However, we must

acknowledge that this optimization strategy is rather

ad hoc, since does not guarantee local optimization of

the cost (11). We believe that making it locally-optimal

would be possible, e.g., by adopting a sort of Hidden

Markov Model (HMM)-based decoding instead of the

DTW. Nevertheless, we do not address this issue in this

work and leave it for future investigation.

5 Experiments

All the experiments and / or results presented in this

section are new, except the results of the baseline meth-

ods in Table 3 below that are as in our previous con-

tribution [1]. We first describe the data, the parameter

settings and initialization. We then study the influence

of some parameters and constraints on the source sepa-

ration performance. We compare the proposed method

with state-of-the-art algorithms in various settings. Fi-

nally we evaluate the potential of our method in term
of speech alignment.

5.1 Data

We evaluate our approach on synthetic data which con-
sists of three sets: the mixtures, the speech examples,
and the training set needed for some baseline approa-

ches. All audio signals are mono and sampled at 16000

Hz.

The mixture set consists of eighty different mixtures

created as follows. Ten speech signals (five for male

voice and five for female voice) in English corresponding

to ten different sentences were randomly selected from

the test subset of the TIMIT database [26]. Each cho-
sen speech signal was used to produce eight mixtures
by adding to it either music or effect background. These
background sounds were extracted from real movie au-

dio tracks and the Signal (speech) to Noise (background)
Ratios (SNRs) were set to four different values: -5 dB,

0 dB, 5 dB and 10 dB.

The example set is built in accordance to the mix-

ture set. For each of ten TIMIT sentences, twelve cor-

responding speech examples were created. Two of them

were produced via speech synthesizers (one with male

voice and one with female voice). 5 Other eight exam-

ples were produced by human speakers: two by a female

native English speaker, two by a male native English

speaker, two by a female non-native speaker (Spanish),
and two by a male non-native speaker (French). Each
of these speakers produced two examples: the first ex-

ample by just reading the sentence, and another one by

reading the sentence, listening to the mixture, and try-

ing to mimic it. The last two examples were taken from

the TIMIT test database, but by different speakers: one

male and one female. Note that this example set cov-
ers three of the four generating scenarios mentioned in
section 2 and schematized on figure 2.

The training set, which is used only in several base-

lines, consists of one hundred spoken sentences from
different speakers: fifty males and fifty females. These
speech signals were randomly selected from the TIMIT

train database.

5.2 Parameter setting and initialization

The STFT is computed using a half-overlapping sine

window of length 32 ms (i.e, 512 samples). Each column
of the F × I excitation dictionary matrix We is set to

a harmonic comb with a given fundamental frequency

(pitch). The pitch is varied from 100 Hz to 400 Hz cov-

ering mostly frequency range of human speech, with an

increment of 1/8 of a tone. The entries in the last col-

umn of We are set to the same constant value for repre-

senting unvoiced sounds. These settings lead to I = 186
columns in We. The F ×L matrix P of spectral blobs,

which is used to constrain the dictionary of phonemes

and the time-invariant channel filters, is built following

the auditory-motivated Equivalent Rectangular Band-

width (ERB) scale [20]. In our experiment L is set to

5 We used ”ivona” synthesizers www.ivona.com/en/ to cre-
ate speech examples.
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55. The two matrices We and P are computed using

the Flexible Audio Source Separation Toolbox (FASST)
[20] routines.

All parameters in (9) are randomly initialized by

positive values, except the synchronization matrix D

that is initialized as described in section 3.4 (see also
Fig. 4, bottom-left subplot).

5.3 Influence of some parameters and constraints on
source separation performance

We assess the performance of our approach on test data

when certain parameters vary and setting various con-

straints in order to find a good configuration for com-

paring with state-of-the-art methods. Source separation

performance is measured by two well-known metrics:

the Signal to Distortion Ratio (SDR) criterion [27] and
the Overall Perceptual Score (OPS) criterion [28] com-
puted for the target speech source only.

5.3.1 Study the of influence of trade-off parameter λ
and bandwidth B

While the trade-off parameter λ determines the level of
guidance by the example, the bandwidth B allows dif-

ferent level of variation in the synchronization between

speech example and the mixture signal. We vary these

two parameters in our experiment to assess source sep-

aration performance as follow:

Source separation performance as a function of band-

width B. We test our algorithm on the full database

mentioned in section 5.1 with different values of B rang-

ing from 1 to 30, and the results are shown in Fig. 5 for

both the SDR and the OPS, as well as for low SNRs (-5

dB and 0 dB) and high SNRs (5 dB and 10 dB). We

see that for the SDR, there are slight variations (within

0.7 dB) and the maximum of the results averaged over

all SNRs is reached for B = 15. On the contrary for

the OPS, we have a monotone performance increase,

and it seems that taking a higher B results in better

performance. In our opinion such a behavior can be ex-

plained as follows. When the separation is less guided

by the example (higher value of B) the reconstructed
signal is less constrained and more smooth, which is

translated by a better perceptual score. We have fixed
B = 15 in all following experiments.

Source separation performance as a function of trade-
off parameter λ. In this section, in addition to the con-
ventional strategy where the trade-off parameter λ is

constant, we also investigate a new strategy where λ

is gradually decreasing through the algorithm’s itera-

tions starting with some value λ0 and ending with 0.
We hope that such a constraint relaxation strategy (the

example’s influence virtually disappears with λ = 0)

would lead to a better performance, at least for the

perceptual score (OPS). We evaluate our algorithm on

the full database with different values of constant λ and
decreasing λ starting from λ0. The results are shown in

Fig. 6, where the values of λ and λ0 are also made

proportional to N/N ′ in order to normalize for a pos-

sible difference between the mixture length N and the

example length N ′ (for a consistent visualization on

Fig. 6 we introduce the parameters λ′ = λ×N ′/N and
λ′
0 = λ0 ×N ′/N).

First it should be noted that, in contrast to our ex-

pectations, the decreasing λ strategy performs almost

the same as the constant λ strategy in terms of both the
SDR and the OPS measures, This observation shows

that the coupling between the mixture and the speech

example is mostly important during the first iterations

of the algorithm, i.e., it is not very important whether

this constraint is kept or relaxed at the end. This is

possibly because the coupling with the speech exam-

ple is essentially needed to drive a good mixture model

initialization. Moreover, we see that the variations of

the SDR are quite subtle, but the optimal average per-

formance is reached in two point corresponding to the

two different λ variation strategies. In all further ex-

periments we chose the decreasing trade-off parameter

strategy with initial λ0 = 8.5× N
N ′

. Now if we look at the
OPS, we see that the lower the trade-off parameter, the

better the performances, and it is possibly because of
the same reason than for the bandwidth. Indeed, a lower
trade-off parameter corresponds to a smaller amount of
guidance by example.

5.3.2 Study the effect of the channel filter

Within the proposed NMPCF-based framework this ex-
periment studies the effectiveness of newly introduced
excitation-filter-channel (EFC) speech model compared

to the existing excitation-filter (or source-filter) model

used in most existing works [18,19]. For that purpose,

we compare the source separation performance achieved

using the proposed EFC model and that obtained using

the excitation-filter model (named EF). The implemen-

tation of this EF model within the proposed NMPCF-

based approach is simply achieved by fixing channel

vectors wc
Y
and wc

S
to be vectors of ones (see Eq. (8))

and by skipping their updates (in fact the updates of ec
Y

and ec
S
) in the MU rules described in section 4.2. The

evaluation is done on the full database and the results

are summarized in Table 1. We clearly see that the mod-
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Fig. 5 Performance evolution with respect to bandwidth B.
The results are given for two performance measures: the SDR
(top) and the OPS (bottom). Left column: the average over
low SNRs (-5 dB and 0 dB), middle column: the average over
high SNRs (5 dB and 10 dB), and right column: the average
over all SNRs.

eling of channel information greatly improves the over-
all performance in both low SNR and high SNR condi-

tions, especially in terms of SDR. It is explained by the

fact that the channel part of the model captures the

time-invariant part of the filter, and whereas in the EF

configuration this time-invariant part is shared between

the mixture and the model, it is not shared in the EFC

configuration where they share only the time-varying

part. It is indeed logic to share only the time-varying

part between the two models because it really corre-

sponds to the linguistic part of the speech, whereas the

time-invariant part corresponds to the recording condi-

tions and intrinsic characteristics of the speaker’s vocal

tract. The speaker of the example and the one of the

mixture are not recorded in the same conditions and

they may have very different intrinsic characteristics,
thus forcing the time-invariant part of the filter to be
the same in the two models would lead to a too strong
constraint.

Method low SNR high SNR Avg

EF 0.09 | 26.7 4.58 | 28.7 2.33 | 27.7
EFC 2.65 | 27.7 11.15 | 33.3 6.90 | 30.5

Table 1 Influence of the channel presence on the average
performance. Results are shown in the form of SDR | OPS
measure and the highest value of each column is in bold.

Fig. 6 Performance evolution with respect to constant trade-
off parameter λ (solid line) and decreasing trade-off param-
eter λ starting from λ0 (dotted line). The results are given
for two performance measures: the SDR (top) and the OPS
(bottom). Left column: the average over low SNRs (-5 dB and
0 dB), middle column: the average over high SNRs (5 dB and
10 dB), and right column: the average over all SNRs.

5.3.3 Study the influence of structural constraints

In this section we investigate structural constraints in-

troduced in section 3.5. The configuration in which the

matrices He
Y
, He

S
and H

φ
Y are constrained to have only

one non-zero entry per column is called GSMM. This

setting means that we allow the model of the speech
in the mixture and the model of the example to use
only one pitch at a time, as well as only one phoneme

spectral envelope at a time. The configuration in which

we allow only one monotonous path to be non-zero in

the matrix D is called D-Struct. This setting means
that the synchronization matrix maps the frames dy-

namically along the iterations, and it can be viewed

as resynchronizing at each iteration. For the D-Struct

configuration we initialize D by doing a DTW and then

we allow the path to vary in a band of width B = 15

around this initial path. We compared these two con-

figurations with the basic NMPCF-based unconstrained

method (the one described in section 3.4) and the re-

sults are shown in Table 2. We see that the D-Struct

configuration leads to a decrease of performance. On

the other hand, the GSMM configuration improves the

performance in terms of the SDR, and especially for low

SNRs, i.e., when the separation is difficult. This means
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that for a more difficult separation problem (low SNR

as opposed to high SNR) a more constrained model

is beneficial. Finally, in line with our previous obser-

vations the best OPS is always achieved by the most

unconstrained model, i.e., the basic NMPCF.

Method low SNR high SNR Avg

NMPCF 2.65 | 27.7 11.15 | 33.3 6.90 | 30.5
“D-Struct” 1.32 | 27.7 8.10 | 31.0 4.71 | 29.4
GSMM 4.44 | 25.1 10.36 | 27.9 7.40 | 26.5

Table 2 Influence of structural constraints on the average
performance. Results are shown in the form of SDR | OPS
measure and the highest value of each column is in bold.

5.3.4 Multichannel case

We extended our method to the multichannel case by

combining the proposed NMPCF-based spectral model

with the spatial model described in [21]. This is actually

quite straightforward since the proposed single-channel

approach acts only in the spectral domain, whereas the

one from [21] acts only in the spatial domain. There-

fore, in the same spirit as it is done in the general source

separation framework from [20], the two can simply be
“plugged” together to be used jointly. This extension
to the multichannel case was done to participate in the
Signal Separation Evaluation Campaign (SiSEC 2013).

Due to lack of space the corresponding results as well

as the those of other SiSEC 2013 participants are omit-

ted here. However the interested reader can always find

them in [22].

5.4 Comparison with different state-of-the-art methods

In this section we compare the performance of the pro-
posed approach with several relevant baselines and state-

of-the-art methods.

Baselines non-informed by example The following app-

roaches use neither speech example nor text informa-

tion6:

– NMF: A standard NMF-based method with a gen-

eral voice spectral dictionary WS ∈ R
F×J
+ (J =

128) which is first learned on the training set de-

scribed in Section 5.1, and then fixed during the

parameter estimation.

6 We implemented these approaches with help of the
FASST [20].

– EFC-N: A method using the EFC mixture model

(5) in a non-supervised manner, as in [19], i.e., filter
matrices W

φ
S and H

φ
S are left free and not coupled

with the example. In other words, this method cor-

responds to the proposed approach with λ = 0 in

(11).

– EFC-S: A method using the EFC mixture model

(5), which however is not supervised by example any

more, but by our training data. In this approach fil-

ter dictionary W
φ
S is pre-learned on the training set

and then fixed during parameter estimation, while

H
φ
S is updated.

Baseline informed by example We also consider as a

baseline the SbH PLCA-based method [7], within the

proposed general workflow, as shown on Fig. 1. Since

the mixture VX and the example VY are not aligned

in general, we used V′
Y
= VY D0 as example for SbH,

where D0 is the initial synchronization computed with

DTW as described in section 3.4. In other words, D0

is the initial matrix D with B = 1. The SbH itself

was implemented following [7]. This baseline is referred

hereafter as SbH-DTW.

We compare these baseline methods with different
configurations of our method, namely the most simple

NMPCF configuration and the GSMM configuration.
Table 3 shows average results for different mixture types
in terms of both the SDR and the OPS measures.

We can see that the proposed method gives better

average results than all the baselines, and especially

on the mixtures with low SNRs (difficult cases). These

results confirm that textual information is relevant to

improve source separation performances. Indeed, it is

not surprising that our method performs better than
the NMF baseline, which is very basic and does not use
a specific model for the speech signal. The fact that
our method performs better than the EFC-N baseline

indicates that having a speech example is more impor-

tant for source separation than having a general speech

model. Furthermore, the fact that our approach ex-

hibits better performances than the EFC-S baselines
is interesting, because it shows that the linguistic in-
formation contained in the example matters, and that

it is not sufficient to have a general speech model. Fi-

nally, our method performs better than the SbH-DTW

baseline, and it shows that it is advantageous to model

explicitly the time and frequency variations between the

example and the speech in the mixture. Moreover, we

have a feeling that if the alignment between the mix-

ture and the speech example were improved, the results

would be even better.

Finally, an investigation of the performance of the

proposed basic NMPCF-based method with respect to
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the example type variations (e.g., same vs. different

gender between the target and the example speech, na-
tive vs. non-native speaker, human vs. speech synthe-
sizer, etc.) can be found in our preliminary study [1].

5.5 Speech alignment evaluation

This experiment aims at evaluating the temporal align-

ment between the mixture and the speech example re-

sulted from our algorithm. This alignment is reflected

in the final estimate of the synchronization matrix D

and can be decoded using the DTW as in [24]. Let

us first define a ground truth and a performance mea-

sure for this task. All speech signals from the TIMIT

database are supplied with the corresponding phonetic

transcriptions that can be used as a ground truth for

the alignment evaluation. Therefore, for this evaluation

we have used the subsets of our mixture and example

sets (see Sec. 5.1) corresponding to the signals from

TIMIT. As for the performance measure, we consid-
ered D as a time warping matrix (we decoded a path

in it, like in the DTW) and evaluated the proportion of

time where D maps phonetically correctly the two se-

quences, based on the TIMIT transcriptions. This gave

us a number between 0 and 1 that we called alignment

score. We evaluated this score for different settings of

our algorithm (those of the previous subsection), and

compared it to the initial DTW (on the MFCCs with

euclidean distance). Results are shown in Table 4. One

can see that, unfortunately and somehow surprisingly,

none of the considered advanced methods provides bet-

ter alignment result than a very simple DTW used for

the initialization. This is possibly due to the fact that

our method was designed to perform source separation
and not alignment in the first place, and alignment is
just a by-product of the method. However, these results

are interesting and we believe that improving the esti-

mation of the alignment between the mixture and the

speech example would lead to a further improvement

of source separation performance of our approach. We

leave this potential study for future work.

Method low SNR high SNR Avg

DTW 0.58 0.66 0.62

NMPCF 0.39 0.39 0.39
“D-Struct” 0.48 0.53 0.51
GSMM 0.41 0.45 0.43

Table 4 Alignment score of different configurations. The
highest value of each column is in bold.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented an informed speech source

separation approach that takes into account the avail-
able textual information to guide the separation pro-
cess via generation of a speech example. We proposed a

novel NMPCF modeling framework that allows to effi-

ciently handle different types of variations between the

speech example and the speech in the mixture. We also

extended the framework to allow incorporation of some

novel so-called structural constraints that have quite
natural physical motivation. We studied extensively the
influence of some key model parameters and constraints

on the separation quality. We have found that newly

proposed GSMM structural constraints applied to both

the excitation and the filter activations improves the re-

sults. Moreover, the experimental results over various

settings confirm the benefit of the proposed approach

over both the non-informed NMF-based baseline meth-

ods and a SbH state-of-the-art algorithm [7]. We have

also evaluated several configurations of the proposed

approach in terms of the alignment accuracy between

the target speech and the example speech. We have

found that none of the proposed advanced approaches
improves the alignment accuracy over a basic DTW ap-
plied to the MFCC representations of the example and
the mixture. Finally, we extended the method to mul-

tichannel mixtures and entered into the Signal Separa-

tion Evaluation Campaign (SiSEC 2013) [22].

Future work will consist in exploiting some param-

eters of speech example NMF decomposition as hyper

parameters of a prior distribution to guide the sepa-

ration process. We also plan investigating within the
proposed framework the so-called soft co-factorization

strategies [29], where the the coupled matrices are not
shared exactly, but only approximately. Finally, we will

look for more appropriate algorithmic strategies for “D-

Struct” constraint decoding (e.g., some strategies based
on HMM decoding), and we will look for better align-

ment approaches to use for the synchronization matrix
initialization.
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